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Dear Liz,
What is it with Black chics

these days? They are so

aggressive and compromising.
' It's not that I don't want to get
down with them, but some of
them have taken the challenge
out- of rapping and getting
acquainted.
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army, so maybe I*ve missed
something. What's happening
Liz?

Uninformed
Dear Uninformed,
Women's Lib and the jshortage of men, that's the |

happenings, son. j
Dear Liz,

I'm a single woman in my
'

middle twenties. My male
friend and I have dated for the :

last nine years. He keeps j
telling me we are going to get ;

=married, but we haven^as j
yet. The reason he says is \

\

because he is not ready to |
settle down. In some ways I J
feel I haven't been the woman j
Helps Shrink !
Swelling Of I
Hemorrhoidal
Tissues
caused by inflammation

Doctor?; have found a medication
that in many cases gives prompt,
temporary relief from pain and
burning itch in hemorrhoidal
tissues. Then it actually helps
shrink swelling of these tissues
caused by inflammation.
The answer is Preparation H ®

No prescription is needed for
.Preparation H Ointment r>r

suppositories.
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he wants.me .to. be.
Sometimes, I think he just
wants his cake and everything
to go along with it.

Liz can you give me some

advice on helping me to let
him know that I*m all the
woman he needs?
Thanks for listening.

Wanting
Dear Wanting,

Your friend wants his cake
and everything to go along,
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gressive"
including the frosting without
any kind of responsibility. For
/nine years you have let him
get away with his excuse of
not bqfng ready to settle
down. Nine years is enough
time for any dude to get ready
for marriage. Let him know if
he is not ready in the next six
months, you will have to look
for someone new, because
time waits for no one and soon

you will be in your
mid-thirties.
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